What is Active
Archiving?
The Active Archive Alliance
is a collaborative industry
alliance dedicated to
promoting active archives
for simplified access to
all of your data, all of
the time. As a vendor–
neutral organization the
Alliance is open to leading
providers of active archive
technologies including
file systems, active archive
applications, cloud
storage, high density tape
and disk storage. Active
Archive Alliance members
provide active archive
solutions, best practices,
and industry testimonials
so that organizations can
achieve fast, active access
to all their data in the most
cost-effective manner.
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Top Data Storage and Active Archive
Predictions for 2019
Explosive data growth continues to be a top challenge for today’s organizations and this growth is only going
to increase in the future. In fact, according to analyst firm IDC, by 2025 worldwide data will grow 61% to 175
zettabytes, with as much of the data residing in the cloud as in data centers.
New technologies and approaches are continually being created to help address this data storage deluge.
Members of the Active Archive Alliance from Fujifilm Recording Media, U.S.A., Inc, Spectra Logic, StrongBox
Data and Quantum recently shared their insights into what the future looks like for active archives and data
storage in 2019. Here are some of their top predictions and trends:
•

Artificial Intelligence creates demand for Active Archives

•

Flash will gain wide-scale adoption, but a need to store everything will make secondary storage more
important than ever

•

A shift from managing storage to managing data

•

Cross-platform storage automation reduces costs, increases productivity

•

Rich media content will grow exponentially, across many industries

Read the full blog here.

Don’t Fear the Reaper – Active Archives are Here!
In this Active Archive Alliance blog, Rich
Gadomski, VP of Marketing at Fujifilm Recording
Media U.S.A., Inc. shares his insights from a
recent panel at Storage Visions 2018:
Storage Visions 2018, held in Santa Clara this past October, was a great opportunity to discuss the deluge of data
that is being created and how to effectively manage and store that data for the long term. A common theme was
the tsunami of data coming at us from 16 ZB today to 163 ZB by 2025, according to IDC. Santa Clara was also a
fitting location as it is the heart of the artificial intelligence (AI) industry and as AI evolves, it will help us analyze and
manage the data deluge more efficiently.
As a representative of the Active Archive Alliance, I had the opportunity to present on the topic of “active archive”
and to participate on a speaker panel: “Don’t Fear the Reaper – Storing Data for The Long Term.” The premise of
the panel was that the data deluge will result in increasing amounts of data that have long term value, and that we
need to make sure that this data survives well into the future.
Read the full blog here.

STAY UP TO DATE!
Read our blog at http://activearchive.com/blog
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What is the Active Archive Alliance?
In this video from the 2018 Fujifilm Annual
Summit, Active Archive Alliance founder
Molly Presley explains the story behind
the founding of the Alliance and how
diverse storage companies have joined
forces to create active archive solutions for
intelligent data management.
Watch the video here.

Active Archive in the News
Enterprise Cloud Storage Market: Key Drivers
December 5, 2018

Media and Entertainment Storage Drivers
August 26, 2018

Enhancing Video Surveillance Data Storage with an Active Archive Solution
August 16, 2018

How Tape Storage is Changing the Game for Data Centers
July 26, 2018

The Benefits of Active Archiving
June 1, 2018
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Active Archive Alliance Members

Join the Active Archive Alliance
As data creation, storage and access requirements continue to grow and evolve, organizations are struggling to meet
internal business requirements and externally imposed regulations. No single vendor has the complete product set or
resources to solve today's data access demands. The Active Archive Alliance was formed as a multi-vendor effort to:
1. Ensure inter-compatibility
2. Define best practices
3. Educate end users and resellers
Does your company have a technology that complements an active archive? For more information or to apply for
membership, click here.

